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Abstract
This paper demonstrates existence for all time of mean curvature
flow in Minkowski space with a perpendicular Neumann boundary con-
dition, where the boundary manifold is a convex cone and the flowing
manifold is initially spacelike. Using a blowdown argument, we show
that under renormalisation this flow converges towards a homotheti-
cally expanding hyperbolic solution.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we work with Mean Curvature Flow (MCF) of hypersurfaces
in Minkowski space with a perpendicular Neumann boundary condition. We
show that if the boundary manifold is a convex cone made up of timelike rays
then any initially spacelike hypersurface satisfying the boundary condition
will exist for all time. If we renormalize to keep volume of the flowing man-
ifold constant then we see that this hypersurface converges to a homothetic
solution to MCF, specifically that given by flowing a hyperbolic hyperplane
(see Definition 1.2). Since these hyperbolic hyperplanes are set of points
of constant negative “radius” in Minkowski space, this may be seen as a
Minkowski–Neumann analogue of [7].
MCF with a perpendicular Neumann condition in the Euclidean setting
was considered as a graph over C2+α domains by Huisken in [8], where a
longtime existence and convergence result was obtained. Altschuler and Wu
[1] also considered graphs with a varying angle Neumann condition although
only with flowing surfaces of dimension 2 and over convex domains, yielding
convergence to translating solutions. In [10] and [11] Stahl dealt with per-
pendicular boundary conditions but this time not necessarily as a graph. He
showed that when the boundary condition was an umbilic manifold and the
initial surface was convex, the flowing manifolds converged to round points.
Buckland [2] found boundary monotonicity formulae for MCF and classified
Type I boundary singularities for H > 0 with a perpendicular Neumann
boundary condition.
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MCF (and related flows) have been used in Minkowski space by Ecker
and Huisken in [5] to construct entire surfaces of constant mean curvature.
In [3] Ecker dealt with both the Dirichlet boundary condition and the en-
tire case obtaining that without any growth conditions on the initial data,
the entire flow exists for all time. He also showed that for any graphical
spacelike initial data MCF with a Dirichlet boundary condition exists for all
time and converges to a maximal surface. In [4] he generalized this to the
degenerate Dirichlet boundary case in more general semi-Riemannian man-
ifolds. For a recent application of spacelike MCF see the work of Guilfoyle
and Klingenberg [6].
This paper is part of the author’s PhD thesis. The author would like
to thank his supervisor, W. Klingenberg, for his support, enthusiasm and
excellent advice.
1.1 Definitions and notation
We will need several definitions: Define Rn+11 (where n ≥ 2) to be Minkowski
space that is Rn+1 equipped with the indefinite metric 〈−,−〉 where
〈x,y〉 = x1y1 + . . .+ xnyn − xn+1yn+1
Let Σ be a smooth embedded manifold in Rn+11 with an indefinite metric,
which is to say it is possible to find locally n− 1 orthogonal vector fields Xi
and Y such that 〈Xi, Xi〉 = 1 and 〈Y, Y 〉 = −1. This will be the boundary
manifold, and let µ be its outward pointing unit normal. Our intention is to
flow Mn, a smooth n–dimensional topological manifold with boundary ∂M ,
from an initial spacelike embedding F0 : M
n → Rn+11 . We specify addition-
ally that F0(∂M) ⊂ Σ with the extra compatibility condition 〈ν, µ〉 = 0,
where ν is the normal to M0 = F0(M
n).
Definition 1.1. Let F : Mn × [0, T ]→ Rn+11 be such that
dF
dt = H = Hν ∀(x, t) ∈Mn × [0, T ]
F(·, 0) = M0
F(x, t) ⊂ Σ ∀(x, t) ∈ ∂Mn × [0, T ]
〈ν, µ〉 (x, t) = 0 ∀(x, t) ∈ ∂Mn × [0, T ]
(1)
then F moves by Mean Curvature Flow with a Neumann free boundary con-
dition Σ (here ν(x, t) is the normal to F at time t.)
We will need various geometric quantities on various manifolds. A bar
will imply quantities on Rn+11 , for example ∆,∇, . . . and so on; no extra
markings ∆,∇, . . . will be geometric quantities on Mt our flowing surface at
time t and for any other manifold Z ∆Z ,∇Z , . . . etc. will be the Laplacian,
covariant derivatives, . . . on Z.
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In this paper we will choose Σ to be a timelike cone – a cone in Minkowski
space such that at any but the singular point the tangent space has a strictly
timelike vector (see below for full details).
In Minkowski space we have the equivalent of the homothetically shrink-
ing sphere – the homothetically expanding hyperbolic plane.
Definition 1.2. We define the expanding hyperbolic hyperplane Gk to be
the solution to (1), starting with the section of hyperbolic plane of “radius” k
inside the cone Σ. That is at time t = 0, 〈Gk,Gk〉 = −k2 with (Gk)n+1 > 0.
It is easy to show that the boundary conditions are satisfied and that
−〈Gk,Gk〉 = k2 + 2nt
In this paper we obtain firstly the following longtime existence result:
Theorem 1.3. Let Σ be a convex cone. Given that M0 is initially spacelike
then a solution to equation (1) exists for all time. Furthermore this solution
stays between two homothetic solutions GC0 and GC1 where C0 an C1 are
the minimum and maximum values of
√− < F,F > at time t = 0.
We are able to get further convergence results. We define M̂ to be the
blowdown ofM , that isM renormalised by dialations so that M̂ has constant
unit area. By defining convergence “at infinity” to be the convegence of M̂ ,
we get the following:
Theorem 1.4. Any initially spacelike solution of equation (1) with a convex
cone boundary condition under renormalisation will converge to a homoth-
etic solution in the C1 norm. Further, there exists an increasing sequence of
ti such that M̂ti converge to the solution on the interior in the C
∞ topology.
2 A reparametrisation
For simplicity we may reparametrise the above system as a graph over a
topological disc D ⊂ Bn1 (0) defined by the intersection of the interior of Σ
with the hyperplane perpendicular to en+1 and intersecting (0, . . . , 0, 1). We
may then describe a spacelike manifold M inside Σ as follows: At a point
x ∈ D if we take the ray from 0 through x then the ray will intersect M
only once. If p is that point of intesection then let u(x) =
√−〈p,p〉. The
graph u now parametrises M by F(x) = u(x) x+en+1√
1−|x|2 . Standard calculations
give geometric quantities, for example:
gij =
u2
1− |x|2
(
δij +
xixj
1− |x|2
)
−DiuDju
and
ν =
(1− |x|2)Du+ ux + (Du · x(1− |x|2) + u)en+1
(1− |x|2)v
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where v is a gradient-like function
v =
√
u2
1− |x|2 + (Du.x)
2 − |Du|2 .
By this method we see that a solution to MCF is eqivalent to a solution
to the following parabolic quasilinear PDE: For u : D × [0, T )→ R then
du
dt =
vH
√
1−|x|2
u = g
ijDiju+
n+1
u − 1v2
(
u
1−|x|2 + 2Du.x
)
∀x ∈ D
u(x, 0) = u0(x) ∀x ∈ D
Du · (γ − γ · xx) = 0 ∀x ∈ ∂D
(2)
where
gij =
1− |x|2
u2
(
δij +
1
v2
[(
|Du|2 − u
2
1− |x|2
)
xixj
+DiuDju−Du.x (xiDju+ xjDiu)
])
is the inverse of the metric and γ is the outward pointing unit normal to
D. Long-term existence is equivalent to uniform parabolicity of the above
equation and C1 bounds on u. By calculating eigenvalues of the metric gij
we see that this is equivalent bounding max
{
1
v2
, 1
u2
, u2
}
from above.
3 The boundary manifold
Here we will define more rigorously the boundary manifold Σ and state
formulae for its curvature. Let S˜ : Sn → B1(0) ⊂ Rn be a smooth embedding
of a sphere into the unit ball centred at the origin with outward unit normal
n. Then we may define a boundary cone Σ
S˜
(later the subscript will be
dropped) by embedding Rn into Rn+11 at height 1 and then defining ΣS˜ to
be the set of all rays going through the origin and some point (S˜(x), 1).
More explicitly we may give a parametrisation S : (0,∞) × Sn → Rn+11 of
Σ
S˜
by
(l, x) 7→ lS˜(x) + len+1
We may now calculate all quantities needed. For example, we may now see
that in these coordinates:
AΣ
(
·, ∂
∂l
)
= 0
AΣ
(
∂
∂xi
,
∂
∂xj
)
=
lAS˜
(
∂
∂xi
, ∂
∂xj
)√
1−
〈
S˜,n
〉2
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Therefore for a orthonormal set vectors el, e1, . . . , en−1 ∈ TpΣ obtained by
picking orthonormal coordinates on S˜ and renormalising then
AΣ(ei, ej) =
AS˜(ei, ej)
l
√
1−
〈
S˜,n
〉2 .
Hence we can see that, as we would expect, convexity of Σ is equivalent to
convexity of the embedding S˜, the second fundamental form has a zero eigen-
vector along the timelike rays from the origin, and the second fundamental
form decreases linearly as you move up the cone.
4 Evolution equations
In this section we will derive some useful evolution equations by straightfor-
ward calculation. We define the following:
F 2 = −〈F,F〉 > 0
S = 〈F, ν〉
We may think of these as in some sense C0 and C1 measures of how far our
flowing manifold is from a homotheic solution Gk.
Lemma 4.1. Under MCF we have(
d
dt
−∆
)
F 2 = 2n
Proof. We have
dF 2
dt
= −2H 〈ν,F〉 = 2HS ,
and
∆F 2 = −2gij (hij 〈ν,F〉+ gij)
= 2HS − 2n .
Lemma 4.2.
dν
dt
= ∇H
Proof. See for example [5, Proposition 3.1] .
Lemma 4.3. On the interior of the flowing manifold we have(
d
dt
−∆
)
S = 2H − S|A|2
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Proof. Using Lemma 4.2 we get
dS
dt
= −H 〈ν, ν〉 −
〈
F>,∇H
〉
= H −
〈
F>,∇H
〉
and
∆S = −gij
(
∇ ∂
∂xi
A(F>,
∂
∂xj
) +A(∇ ∂
∂xi
F>,
∂
∂xj
)
)
= −∇F>H − gijA(∇ ∂
∂xi
F>,
∂
∂xj
) .
Now we calculate
gijA
(
∇ ∂
∂xi
F>,
∂
∂xj
)
= gijA
((
∇ ∂
∂xi
(F− Sν)
)>
,
∂
∂xj
)
= H − S|A|2
which shows
∆S = −∇F>H −H + S|A|2 .
Hence the Lemma.
We also need several evolution equations for the curvature.
Proposition 4.4. On the interior of the flowing manifold we have for m ≥ 1(
d
dt
−∆
)
H = −H|A|2(
d
dt
−∆
)
|A|2 = −2|A|4 − 2|∇A|2(
d
dt
−∆
)
|∇mA|2 ≤ −2|∇m+1A|2
+
∑
i+j+k=m
∇iA ∗ ∇jA ∗ ∇kA ∗ ∇mA
Proof. See [5, Proposition 3.3].
5 Boundary derivatives
To apply Hopf maximum principle we also need to consider derivatives of
functions at the boundary in the direction of µ, the normal to Σ. As in
the case of Stahl [10] these identities come from derivatives of the boundary
condition. We first demonstrate the following simple result.
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Lemma 5.1. For p ∈ ∂Mn × [0, T ) we have〈∇F 2, µ〉 = 0
Proof. We have that ∇F 2 = (∇F 2)>. Furthermore we have that ∇F 2 ∈
TpΣ and hence we have〈
µ,∇F 2〉 = 〈µ,∇F 2 + 〈ν,∇F 2〉 ν〉 = 0 .
Now we take spatial derivatives of the boundary condition to give:
Lemma 5.2. For W ∈ TpMt ∩ TpΣ then
A(µ,W ) = −AΣ(ν,W )
Proof.
0 = W 〈ν, µ〉Rn+11 = 〈∇W ν, µ〉+
〈
ν,∇ΣWµ
〉
Σ
= A(W,µ) +AΣ(ν,W ) .
For our gradient estimate we also need
Lemma 5.3. For p ∈ ∂Mn × [0, T ) we have
〈∇S, µ〉 = −SAΣ(ν, ν)
Proof.
∇S = −
〈
F,
∂ν
∂xi
〉
gij
∂
∂xj
= −A(F>, ∂
∂xi
)gij
∂
∂xj
and so taking an inner product and applying Lemma 5.2
〈∇S, µ〉 = −A(F>, µ) = AΣ(F>, ν) .
Using the fact that the second fundamental form of Σ has a zero eigenvector
in the direction F then
AΣ(F>, ν) = AΣ(F, ν)− SAΣ(ν, ν) = −SAΣ(ν, ν) .
Now differentiating the boundary condition with respect to time:
Lemma 5.4. For p ∈ ∂Mn × [0, T ) we have
〈∇H,µ〉 = −HAΣ(ν, ν)
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Proof. Using Lemma 4.2
0 =
d
dt
〈
ν, µ|F
〉
Rn+11
= 〈∇H,µ〉+ 〈ν,Dµ(Hν)〉Rn+11 = 〈∇H,µ〉+HA
Σ(ν, ν) .
Remark 5.5. We note that if Σ is convex then the normal derivatives at the
boundary of both H and S are negative.
On the other hand regardless of the boundary we are able to get
Corollary 5.6. For p ∈ ∂Mn × [0, T ) we have〈
∇H
S
, µ
〉
= 0 .
6 Gradient estimate
We now obtain a gradient estimate, that is to say, a lower bound on v. Note
that in the graphical notation of equation (2)
S =
u2
v
√
1− |x|2 .
Hence it is sufficient to find a suitable upper bound on S and a lower bound
on u2 = F 2. We will need an assumption:
Assumption 6.1. We will assume from here on that Σ is convex .
And also a maximum principle:
Theorem 6.2 (Weak Maximum Principle). Suppose we have a function
f : Mn × [0, T )→ R then if f satisfies
(
d
dt
−∆
)
f(p, t) ≤ 0 ∀(p, t) ∈Mn × [0, T ) such that ∇f(p) = 0
〈∇f, µ〉 ≤ 0 ∀(p, t) ∈ ∂Mn × [0, T )
then f(x, t) ≤ sup
p∈Mn
f(p, 0) for all (x, t) ∈Mn × [0, T ).
Using Lemmas 4.1 and 5.1, we see we can immediately apply the above
to both F 2 − 2nt and 2nt− F 2 to give
C1(M0) ≤ F 2 − 2nt ≤ C2(M0) (3)
This may be interpreted as if our manifold lies between two copies of a
hyperbolic soliton GC1 and GC2 initially, then it will do so for all time. It
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also gives the required bounds on u, and further ensures that M0 stays away
from the singularity of Σ for all the time a solution exists.
Now using Proposition 4.4 and Lemma 4.3 we consider the evolution of
H
S (C + 2nt) we see(
d
dt
−∆
)
H
S
(C+2nt) =
H
S
(
2n− 2(C + 2nt)H
S
)
−2
〈∇S
S
,∇H
S
(C + 2nt)
〉
where the final term will disappear at a stationary point. Hence given that
H > 0 on M0 and again applying weak maximum principle we have for
C3, C4 > 0
C3
C + 2nt
≤ H
S
≤ C4
C + 2nt
,
or for Ĉ3, Ĉ4 > 0
Ĉ3 ≤ H
S
F 2 ≤ Ĉ4 . (4)
If H ≥ 0 on M0 (with equality somewhere) then the constant C3 is zero.
This estimate implies preservation of weak or strict mean convexity since
H ≥ C3 S
C + 2nt
≥ 0 .
If we neglect the assumption of initial mean convexity, estimate (4) still
holds, although Ĉ3 ≤ −n.
Until now we have not used our assumption, and this is the point at
which it comes in, in the form of a sign of the boundary derivative on H
(and later S). Using Proposition 4.4 we get that on the interior of M(
d
dt
−∆
)
H2 = −2H2|A|2 − 2|∇H|2 ,
and from Lemma 5.4 and our assumption, ∇µH = −2H2A(ν, ν) ≤ 0. By
the Weak Maximum Principle we therefore have
H2 < C5 .
Now using Lemmas 4.1, 4.3, 5.1, 5.3 we calculate for f = S −
√
C5
n F
2
that (
d
dt
−∆
)
f = 2H − 2
√
C5 − S|A|2 ≤ −S|A|2 ≤ 0
and
〈∇f, µ〉 = 〈∇S, µ〉 ≤ 0 .
Again applying the Weak Maximum Principle we see
S ≤ C6(M0) +
√
C5
n
F 2
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and hence we get
v >
F 2√
1− |x|2
(
C6 +
√
C5
n F
2
) > 0 .
We have the estimates required, and give the following summary:
Theorem 6.3. Given that M0 is spacelike, a solution to equation (1) exists
for all time. Mean convexity is preserved by the flow and if the solution is
initially bounded by GC1 and GC2 will remain so for all time.
Proof. From the gradient estimate above and from our bound
√
C1 + 2nt ≤
u ≤ √C2 + 2nt we have uniform parabolicity of equation (2) and a bound
on |Du|. Therefore for all time intervals [0, T ] from standard results on
quasilinear PDE’s, for example [9], we have existence of a unique smooth
solution. Therefore we have existence of a solution to equation (1) for all
time.
7 Improvements to estimates
We expect our solution to move towards an expanding hyperbolic hyperplane
Gk, but if this is so the estimates from the previous section are not optimal.
We currently have that F ≤ S ≤ C6 + C7F 2 while on a special solution
S = F . Also we only have C3√
C+2nt
≤ H ≤ √C5 while on a special solution
we know H = nF . However our ratio of H to S, estimate (4), is of the right
order.
To improve our estimates we consider
|∇F 2|2
F 2
= 4
|F>|2
F 2
=
4
F 2
〈F − Sν, F − Sν〉 = 4S
2 − F 2
F 2
.
Note that this quantity is scaling invariant and is zero on our special solution.
We show that this will in fact asypmtote to zero. We calculate for J = S
2−F 2
F 2
that(
d
dt
−∆
)
J =
1
F 2
(
d
dt
−∆
)
(S2 − F 2) + 2
F 4
〈∇F 2,∇(S2 − F 2)〉
+ (S2 − F 2)
(
− 1
F 4
(
d
dt
−∆
)
F 2 − 2 |∇F
2|2
F 6
)
=
1
F 2
[
4HS − 2S2|A|2 − 2|∇S|2 − 2n
− 2nJ − 8J2 + 2
F 2
〈∇F 2,∇(S2 − F 2)〉 ] .
Since |A|2 ≥ H2
n2
we estimate
4SH − 2S2|A|2 ≤ 2n2 − 2
n2
(
SH − n2)2 ≤ 2n2 .
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By Cauchy–Schwarz and Youngs inequalities we also see
1
F 2
〈∇F 2,∇(S2 − F 2)〉− |∇S|2 ≤ 2S
F
|∇F 2|
F
|∇S| − |∇F
2|2
F 2
− |∇S|2
≤ S
2
F 2
|∇F 2|2
F 2
− |∇F
2|2
F 2
= 4J2 .
Applying to the evolution equation for J we have(
d
dt
−∆
)
J ≤ 2n
F 2
[n− 1− J ]
which implies since the boundary derivative of J is 〈∇J, µ〉 ≤ 2 S
F 2
〈∇S, µ〉 <
0 that J is bounded by the maximum of its initial value and n− 1. But we
can do better than that. For C ≥ C2 we see(
d
dt
−∆
)
J log(C + 2nt)
≤ 2n log(C + 2nt)
F 2
[n− 1− J ] + 2nJ
C + 2nt
≤ 2n log(C + 2nt)
F 2
[
n− 1−
(
1− 1
log(C + 2nt)
)
J
]
and by choosing C sufficiently large, for example C > e2 then we have the
following:
Proposition 7.1. There exists constants CS , DS , D˜S > 0 depending only
on n and M0 such that
|∇F 2|2
F 2
≤ 4 CS
log(DS + 2nt)
≤ 4 CS
log(D˜S + F 2)
or equivalently
S2
F 2
≤ 1 + CS
log(DS + 2nt)
≤ 1 + CS
log(D˜S + F 2)
Now the estimate equation (4) implies the following:
Corollary 7.2. There exist constants CH1 and C
H
2 > 0 such that
CH1 ≤ HF ≤ CH2
Where CH1 is positive if M0 is initially mean convex.
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Remark 7.3. If we suppose M0 is mean convex, we may use the above to
calculate the average of H asymptotically in time. From the proof of Lemma
4.1 we have that ∆F 2 = 2HS − 2n and therefore we see using Lemma 5.1
and Divergence Theorem that∫
M
HSdµ = n
∫
M
dµ .
Therefore since H > 0 we may estimate
n ≤
∫
M HFdµ∫
M dµ
≤ n
√
1 +
CS
log(DS + 2nt)
which asymptotes to exactly what we would expect on our special solution.
8 Interior curvature estimates
We obtain some interior estimates on |A|2 and its derivatives. Note that on
our homothetic solution we get that |A|2 = n
F 2
and we search for estimates
of a similar order.
To construct a cutoff function first suppose K : Rn+11 → R and define
K : Mn × [0, T )→ R by K(x, t) = K(F(x, t)).
Lemma 8.1. (
d
dt
−∆
)
K = −∇ν∇νK
∣∣
F
−∆K∣∣
F
Proof. First
d
dt
K = H∇νK
We also calculate
∆K = H∇νK + gij∇ ∂F
∂xi
∇ ∂F
∂xj
K
using the Weingarten relations. But now by considering locally in a suitable
orthonormal coordinate system and noting the sign of ν we see
∆K = H∇νK + ∆K +∇ν∇νK
which gives the Lemma.
We now stipulate an additional condition on K, namely that ∇FK = 0.
That is, the cutoff function is defined on a hyperbolic plane and remains con-
stant on rays from the origin. We define Yλ =
{
x| 〈x,x〉 = −λ2, xn+1 > 0
}
that is a spacelike embedding of the hyperbolic plane of “radius” λ.
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Corollary 8.2. Under the condition ∇FK = 0 we have at p ∈M(
d
dt
−∆
)
K ≤ |∇YF 2K|YF (p)
(
S2
F 2
− 1
)
−∆YFK(p)
= |∇Y12K|Y1
(p
F
) S2
F 2
− 1
F 2
− 1
F 2
∆Y1K
(p
F
)
≤ C˜K
F 2
Proof. Since YF is perpendicular to F and ∆K has no contibution from the
F direction we immediately have ∆K = ∆YFK. Similarly we have
|∇ν∇νK
∣∣
F
| = |∇
ν− 〈ν,F〉
F2
F
∇
ν− 〈ν,F〉
F2
F
K
∣∣
F
|
= |∇YFν+ S
F2
F∇
YF
ν+ S
F2
FK
∣∣
F
|
≤ |∇YF 2K|YF
(
S2
F 2
− 1
)
by Cauchy–Schwarz, giving the first inequality.
The second is using the scaling of K on YF – this allows us to estimate
over Y1 rather that YF where F may vary from point to point. This inequal-
ity is simply from properties of dilations and the constancy of K on rays
from 0: Keeping a function constant but dilating the manifold by λ while
keeping K the same we get that gij becomes λ
2gij , g
ij becomes λ−2gij , Γkij
remains Γkij and so on. This gives the stated formula.
The third of these comes from estimating second derivatives of K on Y1
and Proposition 7.1.
The final two conditions we wish K to have in addition to that of the
above Corollary are:
• 0 ≤ K ≤ C where K restricted to Y1 has compact support and
• |∇Y1K|2K ≤ ĈK for some ĈK > 0.
The question of whether such a function exists is easily solved, for ex-
ample if we take the Poincare´ model of hyperbolic space (which is isometric
to Y1) we could take K to be the radial function K(r) = (1 − Er2)3+. We
then calculate in this metric
|∇PoinK|2
K
=
(
dK
dr
)2
(1− r2)2
4K
= 9E2r2(1− Er2)+(1− Er2)
which is clearly bounded (depending on E) on the unit ball. Further-
more this function is zero outside a hyperbolic ball and bounded by 1 and
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by changing E we may choose the radius of the hyperbolic ball which is
supp(K).
For K satisfying the above we know
|∇K|2 = |∇K|2 +
〈
∇YFK, ν − S
F 2
F
〉2
≤ C˜S |∇
Y1K|2
F 2
for C˜S = 1 +
CS
logDS
> 0 where we used the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality on
the hyperbolic plane and Proposition 7.1. Therefore for such a function we
have that at a maximum of fK – a point where f∇K +K∇f = 0 then(
d
dt
−∆
)
fK ≤ fC˜K
F 2
+ C˜Sf
|∇Y1K|2
F 2K
+K
(
d
dt
−∆
)
f
≤ fCK
F 2
+K
(
d
dt
−∆
)
f (5)
where CK > 0.
Lemma 8.3. Let L ⊂ Rn+11 be such that if x ∈ L then λx ∈ L ∀λ ∈ R, and
so that Y1 ∩ L is a compact set of minimum hyperbolic distance d > 0 from
Σ with a smooth boundary. Then on Mt ∩ L
|A|2 ≤ CA
F 2
Where the constant depends on d, the second derivatives of the boundary of
Y1 ∩ L, n and M0.
Proof. Since we have suitable cutoff functions (if necessary just using the
radial one with sufficiently large E) then the proof comes down to evolution
equations. We calculate that for f0 = |A|2(D + 2nt):(
d
dt
−∆
)
f0 = 2n|A|2 − 2(D + 2nt)(|A|4 + |∇A|2)
≤ 2nf0
D + 2nt
− (D + 2nt)|A|4
Now applying equation (5) we have by choosing D large enough(
d
dt
−∆
)
Kf0 ≤ f0
F 2
[CK + 2nK −Bf0K]
for some B > 0 depending on C1 and C2 (see equation (3)). Therefore since
K = 0 at the boundary we have the Lemma.
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Lemma 8.4. For L as in the previous Lemma we have that all m ≥ 1 there
exists a constant CA,m depending on m,n,L, d,M0 and the second deriva-
tives of the boundary of Y1 ∩ L such that
|∇mA|2 ≤ CA,m
F 2
Proof. The proof is by induction. Writing J1 = |A|2(D+2nt)+E < CA+E
where E > 0 is a constant yet to be chosen, we define
f1 = (D + 2nt)|∇A|2J1 .
Using Proposition 4.4, the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and the above Lemma,
writing Cn for any positive constant depending only on n, K and M0 then(
d
dt
−∆
)
f1 ≤ (D + 2nt)
[
− 2J1|∇2A|2 − 2(D + 2nt)|∇A|4
+
Cn(E + 1)
D + 2nt
|∇A|2 + 8(D + 2nt)|∇2A||∇A|2|A|
]
≤ (D + 2nt)
[
4|∇A|4|A|2(D + 2nt)2
(|A|2(D + 2nt) + E)2 − 2(D + 2nt)|∇A|
4
+
Cn(E + 1)
D + 2nt
|∇A|2
]
≤ (D + 2nt)
[
Cn
E2
|∇A|4(D + 2nt)− 2(D + 2nt)|∇A|4
+
Cn(E + 1)
D + 2nt
|∇A|2
]
We now choose E sufficiently large that the coefficient Cn
E2
≤ 12 and therefore(
d
dt
−∆
)
f1 ≤ (D + 2nt)
[
−3
2
(D + 2nt)|∇A|4 + Cn
D + 2nt
|∇A|2
]
≤ Cnf1
D + 2nt
− Cnf21
where here again we used the bound on J1. Substituting into equation (5)
we see: (
d
dt
−∆
)
f1K ≤ f1
(
Cn
F 2
− Cnf1
)
In fact the same argument holds for
fm = (B + 2nt)|∇mA|2(|∇m−1A|2(B + 2nt) +D)
by induction. This follows from:
• The fact that we don’t use the extra negative term, −|A|4, from the
evolution equation of |A|2.
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• The extra positive term from the evolution equation of |∇m−1A|2 is∑
i+j+k=m−1
∇iA ∗ ∇jA ∗ ∇kA ∗ ∇m−1A ≤ C
(B + 2nt)2
by the inductive hypothesis, which is of the right order for the above
equations to still hold.
• The only other remaining difference is an extra term in the estimate
on the evolution equation of |∇mA|2 which becomes a positive term
Cn
√
fm
D+2nt in the evolution of fm. This is easily delt with using −f2m.
Hence an identical argument to the above gives the Lemma.
9 Convergence and renormalisation
In this section our purpose is to define the shape of the solution as t→∞.
For this some notion of blowdown will be needed.
Definition 9.1. If F : Mn × [0,∞) → Rn+11 satisfies equation (1) then let
F̂ = ψ(t)F where ψ(t) is some factor such that the area of F̂(M) is 1. For
any geometric quantity f on F we will denote the same quantity f̂ on F̂.
For G : Mn × [0,∞) → Rn+11 we will say F → G as t → ∞ in C0, C1,
. . . if F̂→ Ĝ as t→∞ in C0, C1, . . . .
Remark 9.2. It is usual (as in [7]) to renormalise time aswell. Indeed we
may also do so here, by defining s =
∫ t
0 ψ(r)
2dr. We then obtain
dF̂
ds
=
dF̂
dt
dt
ds
= ψ−2
(
ψHν − ψ−1 1
n
∫
M H
2dµ∫
M dµ
F
)
= Ĥν +
F̂
n
∫
M̂
Ĥ2dµ̂ .
In actual fact Lemma 9.3 will show that s ≥ C log(D + 2nt) and hence we
need not make a distinction between s→∞ and t→∞.
It will be useful to have estimates on the quantity ψ:
Lemma 9.3. There exist constants CY , C˜Y > 0 such that for time t suffi-
ciently large then
CY
F
≤ ψ(t) ≤ CY
√
1 + CS
log(D˜S+F 2)
F
≤ C˜Y
F
.
Proof. Let Y be a parametrisation of Y1. Then any spacelike manifold con-
tained within the lightcone may be written as Z = u(x)Y(x). By standard
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methods we get the following identities:
gZij = u
2gYij −DiuDju
gijZ =
1
u2
(
gjkY +
Daug
aj
Y Dbug
bk
Y
u2 − |∇Y u|2
)
det(gZij) = (u
2)n−1(u2 − |∇Y u|2) det gYij .
From these we may see that
|∇Y u|2 = u
2|∇u2|2
4u2 + |∇u2|2 .
Since u = F and we may write the area of M as the integral over the
interior of Σ intersected with Y1 – we call this set B. Therefore:∫
M
dµ =
∫
B
un
√
1− |∇
Y u|2
u2
dµY1
=
∫
B
Fn
√
1
1 + |∇F
2|2
4F 2
dµY1
and so using Proposition 7.1 and equation (3) then we see for t large enough
there exists a CB such that
CBFn
√√√√ 1
1 + CS
log(D˜S+F 2)
≤
∫
M
dµ ≤ CBFn .
Since ψ =
(∫
M dµ
)− 1
n we have the Lemma.
Theorem 9.4. Any initially spacelike solution of equation (1) with a convex
cone boundary condition will converge as time tends towards infinity to some
Gk in the C
1 norm. Furthermore, on any interior set uniformly away from
the boundary there exists an increasing sequence of ti → ∞ such that M̂ti
converge to the solution on the interior in the C∞ topology.
Proof. Under a dilation by a factor λ, Dλ we have Dλ(F 2) = λ2F 2, DλS =
λS, and so on. Hence from equation (3), Proposition 7.1, Corollary 7.2 and
the above estimates on the dilation factor then we get
Ĉ1 ≤ F̂ 2 ≤ Ĉ2
0 ≤ |∇F̂ 2|2 ≤ ĈS
log(D˜S+F 2)
ĈH1 ≤ Ĥ ≤ ĈH2
where Ĉ1, Ĉ2, ĈS , Ĉ
H
2 > 0 and Ĉ
H
1 > 0 if C
H
1 > 0 is and all of these con-
stants depend only on n and M0. The first of these is boundedness of the
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renormalised hypersurface, the second implies that we have in fact C1 con-
vergence to a hypersurface with |∇F 2| = 0. Therefore these estimates imply
C1 convergence of M̂ to YR, the hyperbolic hyperplane of radius
R =
(∫
B
dµY1
)− 1
n
where B is as in the previous Lemma.
By Lemmas 8.3 and 8.4 we have that for L as in Lemma 8.3 then for all
time on Mt ∩ L
max
{
ĈH1
n , 0
}2
≤ |Â|2 ≤ ĈA
0 ≤ |∇mÂ|2 ≤ ĈA,m
where the constant depends on the boundary of L and how far L is from Σ.
Now using Arzela´–Ascoli repeatedly, a standard diagonal argument com-
pletes the theorem.
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